FIND THE BLACK CAT!

THERE ARE LOTS OF CHARACTERS IN THE IMAGE BELOW, BUT ONLY ONE BLACK CAT!
CAN YOU SPOT WHERE THE BLACK CAT IS HIDING?

www.worldofdavidwalliams.com
UNSCRAMBLE!
CAN YOU UNSCRAMBLE THE WORDS BELOW? USE THE CLUES TO HELP

WHAT DO BEN’S MUM AND DAD LOVE?
ARMLOLOB

WHO MUST BEN UNCOVER THE IDENTITY OF?
ABTCACLK

WHAT’S BEN’S FAVOURITE MAGAZINE?
ELGMBIELWUNKPY

WHO’S THE POLICEMAN IN THE STORY?
CUFPEGDN

WHICH CITY DO THE HEISTS TAKE PLACE IN?
ODLINO

WHERE DID GRANNY KEEP HER JEWELS?
CNITBIUIST
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WORD SEARCH

CAN YOU FIND THE LIST OF WORDS IN THE GRID BELOW?

F F N N U N U A T R S E S O B
C L W E E E I A D T H E O S U
A L A T T H E B L A C K C A T
T B L V I H S P I P D A O O L
A E Q M I L L I C E N T N E
H N W B F O A U T F I Y N A R
L E D N A E F T O E U D H D T
R S N O S E L L I A R D A X H
A Y R M T E R T A E P A G A E
J O E H U U P A K V R B W E B
L T H E L I B R A R I A N A U
Y R U S O J A E D O A O M C T
T M U M E P V E R O T O T O L L
N U I L R F D D S N T E U I E
W R T M N T H E Q U E E N L R

☐ BEN ☐ MUM ☐ DAD ☐ RAJ
☐ MR PARKER ☐ FLAVIO FLAVIOLI ☐ EDNA ☐ THE LIBRARIAN ☐ THE QUEEN
☐ BUTLER THE BUTLER ☐ PC FUDGE ☐ MILLICENT ☐ THE BLACK CAT
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WORD SEARCH
CAN YOU FIND THE LIST OF WORDS IN THE GRID BELOW?

BEN
MUM
DAD
RAJ

MR PARKER
FLAVIO FLAVIOLI
EDNA
THE LIBRARIAN
THE QUEEN

BUTLER THE BUTLER
PC FUDGE
MILICENT
THE BLACK CAT
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